In the MONAHRQ 5.0 version of software, the coding of legends that accompany MONAHRQ-generated bar-chart quality reports, where the bar colors for “Meets average” (yellow) and “below average” (Blue) are reversed and as they currently display incorrect information. In an effort to have your site align the colors in the legends with the bar colors in the report correctly, execute the following code change to update your site. The issue is only found in the MONAHRQ 5.0 version of software and has been resolved in the MONAHRQ 5.0 build 2 and greater versions.

1. To correct the legend, the filenames for the average and belowAvg swatches need to be switched.

2. For the actual chart, in the bar_chart.html template, the patterns need to be updated with:

```html
<pattern id="aboveAvgLine" width="20" height="20" patternUnits="userSpaceOnUse">
  <line x1="0" y1="0" x2="20" y2="20" stroke="white" stroke-width="2"/>
</pattern>
<pattern id="belowAvgLine" width="20" height="20" patternUnits="userSpaceOnUse">
  <line x1="20" y1="0" x2="0" y2="20" stroke="white" stroke-width="2"/>
</pattern>
<pattern id="averageLine" width="4" height="20" patternUnits="userSpaceOnUse">
  <line x1="0" y1="0" x2="0" y2="20" stroke="black" stroke-width="4"/>
</pattern>
```

3. In bar_chart.js, the fill colors need to be updated with the following:

```javascript
aboveAvg: '#00a178',
belowAvg: '#ffdd76',
atAvg: '#00688c',
```